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Member: Messages: 8, Last edited: Jul 12, Might do something like this then Oh and look what
showed up today. Hole e chit that's alot of aux possibilities.. I was reading the specs on the
small box. The 10 position will not even be close to maxed out with my power needs and plans.
Some that was in my build thread. That is some clean looking shite right there! Glueman , Jul 1,
I'm always looking for cleaner ways to do things. Was waiting for Blue sea to get into the off
road accessory market like this. Got tired of waiting. Then I got to see the blue sea fuse block
with neg bus, spod, and an rfrm all at the same time. Made my mind up quickly. Really was
surprised more people haven't mentioned them here before. Found this link too on here.
ZFlyingTaco likes this. Rebelimo , Jul 2, Getting down with color. I'm digging this.. Large , Jul 2,
In process. Mad T likes this. I'm not really sure what any of that does but that's some pretty cool
stuff I'll follow this thread and maybe I'll learn something. Skygear, Curious how you'd wire the
isolator without a second batt, wanting 12v ignition? Only allowing power to fuse box when
ignition is turned on TXGnftr , Jul 2, I have an additional amp Isolator I could drop in there for
the install. Also i do have dual batteries. Since they are all switched though. I was just going to
leave it hooked to constant power so I could operate them with the truck off. That would still
give me always on power but have it isolated from the main battery. I am tapped into the second
battery for the accessories as it is. SO this just isn't needed at this point. It already IS isolated.
You just tap into the accessory wire from the ignition under the hood and wire up an ampamp
relay used this number since the maximum rating for the 10 position RFRM is only amps[amps
per bus x 2], you generally want a little higher than the highest rating. Last edited: Jul 2, I need a
cleaner way to wire all my stuff. Show Ignored Content. Metra 87 - 94 Toyota Vehicle Harness.
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passengers make it safely to your destination. Power trays is more than a mounting platform, it
is an all-in-one electrical solution. Our configurations have been thought out and thoroughly
tested to ensure that all your electrical needs be met. Whether you're wiring in just a couple
lights or building a full time expedition rig, you can be sure that PowerTrays has your back. All
PowerTrays are made right here in Colorado. Our trays offer the strength one demands when
venturing off into the unknown. With the end user in mind we designed our trays to be easy to
install and compatible with the industries most popular electrical accessories. Close menu. Log
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browser. Designed to provide efficient power distribution in a rugged compact form with
applications in marine, construction, agriculture, heavy trucking, and specialty vehicle
industries. Also features a slot to hold a fuse puller and 4 slots for spare fuses. All components
must have 2. Mounting: Threaded inserts as standard M5 optional. Intended for horizontal to
vertical mounting orientations. Deep cover with internal tether. Cover Options: Replacement
covers also available. Ingress Protection Rating: IP66 Valid when properly installed with cover,
cable seals and cavity plugs. Fuse puller BS. Cavity Plugs: required to fill unused output
cavities for ingress protection. Cable Seals: Please check the overall diameter of your cable
before ordering cable seals. The store will not work correctly in the case when cookies are
disabled. Be the first to review this product. In stock. SKU A. Add to Cart Login for quote. Add
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or tab. Add to Watchlist. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the
item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in
new window or tab. Seller information 12voltconnection Contact seller. Visit store. See other
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details. Item location:. Gorham, Maine, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to
change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs
duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is
paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International
shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or
tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your
convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. Search within store. Items On Sale. Ideal for harsh
environments and sub-panel applications. Also suitable for main panels for heavy equipment,
trucks, hot rods, and utility vehicles. Fully rebuildable and serviceable unit. Will accept a single
wire from battery. Relays can be positive or negative triggered. GXL automotive wire. Delphi
terminals and wire seals. Compact panel rated for up to amps maximum with a 30 amp
maximum on any single circuit this will be controlled by relay max ratings and output wire size.
Color matched relay triggers and outputs for easy circuit identification. Wiring diagram
included. Panel has space to add up to 25 more fused circuits. The panel can be broken down
into 2 sections based on. ATM Mini fuse assortment - 3 each of 2,3,4,5,7. Panel dimensions:.
Allow 3 inches on the underside for exiting wires. Please read the listing carefully and ask any
questions before purchasing. Custom wiring available. Lifetime warranty on craftsmanship.
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a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. This item does not ship to
Ukraine. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return
policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return
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Supporting Member. The following is a brief writeup of how to install a Bussmann auxiliary relay
and fuse panel into a Jeep or any other vehicle. Reactions: bedhed , zebra12 , Daryl and 2
others. There are two sizes of Bussmann fuse and relay boxes that this writeup covers. This box
can be bought in several configurations, and can house up to 20 mini-fused circuits without
relays, or 10 mini-fused circuits with up to 5 of those circuits including relays. The box can be
purchased with varying degrees of internal bussing. The internal bus can support up to amps of
continuous load. This fuse panel can support 40 individual mini-fused circuits, and can hold up
to 10 micro relays. This can be bought without any internal bussing or with two internal busses
that can support amps of continuous load each. There are other configurations that include
wiring harnesses and other features that I will not cover in this write-up. Second, count how
many circuits you have that will require relays. Typically, most circuits 10 amps or larger will
have relays. Finally, add in any future electronics you might even consider adding. Think about
all the lights, air compressors, stereo accessories, pumps, kill switches, two-way radios,
cameras, chargers, trailer brake controllers, electric line brake locks, e-lockers, computers,
horns, alarms, GPS trackers, or other accessories you might add. If you end up with 10 or more
circuits or 5 or more relays, choose the RFRM. The second step is to check that you have
somewhere to mount the fuse box es of your choice. They cannot be immersed. Look at the
dimensions on the linked web pages. You may have to get creative with the mounting solution. I

chose to mount it on top of the inner fenders where the factory cruise control mounts. I
jury-rigged some brackets for now. Don't copy these brackets. Make sure whatever mounting
solution you choose is sturdy, doesn't vibrate, and doesn't create a risk of shorting. Be sure to
keep the space behind the box clear. Bussmann makes brackets that fit the RTMRs. Reactions:
cpwolf. In addition, you will need to run a master power cable from the battery to the panel. The
remainder of this How-To will focus on the bussed panels only. This cable must be
appropriately sized, and must be fused no matter how long or short. I recommend a 4 AWG
cable for each bus. Be sure to double check an ampacity chart for your application. The busses
are rated at amp each, so the maximum appropriate fuse size to use is a amp fuse. Ideally, the
fuse on each bus would be amps or smaller. Reference the fuse manufacturer's blow delay
curve to help select the right fuse. The master fuse s must be located as close to the battery as
possible. In the event of a collision, rollover, internal short in the Bussmann panel, loose
connection, or other unfortunate event, a short on a non-fused wire of that size may cause a
fire, and reduce your Jeep to a burnt hulk. I recommend fusing within a 12" cable run of the
battery. Note that a fuse does not guarantee that a fire does not start. It merely reduces the
odds, much like a seatbelt reduces the odds of severe injury in a wreck. Thus, ensure all
connections are secure and properly insulated. ANL fuses are available in sizes from 35A to A. I
used standard crimp ring terminals to connect the wire to the battery and the Bussmann panel.
If you use ring terminals, ensure the hole is properly sized for the stud. An oversized hole will
result in poor contact, and potentially overheating and even fire. Note: Do NOT connect the
terminal to the battery with the fuses in the ANL fuse holder until the Bussmann panel is bolted
into place and the connections secured. I recommend not installing the fuses until the panel is
secured. Failure to adhere will cause a short and blow up your new fuses or worse if any
positive connection hits the body of the car. Next, you MUST add an additional ground strap
from the battery to the body. The stock ground strap is sufficient for the electrical loads that the
OEM installed and anticipated, but is NOT sufficient for the OEM loads combined with the loads
you are adding. Leave the OEM wiring untouched, and install a second adequately sized ground
strap. I chose to use a very short run of 2 AWG as shown. Failure to do this will not only cause
unnecessary voltage drop, but could even cause a fire in a worst case scenario as the stock
ground strap becomes overloaded. Be sure to check the quality of the ground by comparing the
current flowing in the stock ground strap to the aftermarket ground strap. Ideally, the
aftermarket strap takes the majority, but not all, of the load. Multiple or larger straps may be
required due to other electrical accessories like winches, high output alternators, large stereos,
etc. Look up the "Big 3 Upgrade" for automotive electrical wiring if you are using a larger than
stock alternator. Some high power alternators, such as the amp models, have enough power to
melt stock or poorly installed wires. I chose to pre-wire the fused power from the fuse slots to
the relay as shown by the small green loops. For circuits I am not using yet, I simply leave the
fuse slot empty, so no power is fed the the relay. For circuits that require constant power, wiring
is very simple. To provide power to the amplifier, I simply insert a 30 amp fuse, as
recommended by the amplifier manufacturer, into the slot. The amplifier has its own internal
relay that is controlled by the turn-on of the stereo. For example a 27 amp ideal fuse would
typically be filled with a 30 amp fuse, provided the wiring on the fused side is of adequate size
to handle 30 amps in the event of a partial short. The fuse does no good if the wiring burns up
before the fuse blows. Again, consult the equipment manufacturer to determine the appropriate
wire and fuse size. Not all relay circuits have to be triggered by a switch. For my KC fog lights, I
actually ran a wire from the stock fog light plug to the relay operating the fogs. This allowed me
to use the higher amperage KC fog lights while still retaining the factory fog switch and the
factory relay action that disables the fogs when the high beams are turned on, as required by
state law. I then downsized the stock 20 amp fog light fuse to a 5 amp fuse, since all the OEM
relay now does is power another relay. I jury rigged a tool out of a paperclip to remove the pins
from the panel without damage to the panel itself. All it takes is one misplaced wrench stroke or
one bump of the box to create a short. The sum of all current draws on one bus of the panel
must not exceed amps. This does not necessarily mean that all the micro fuses need to add up
to amps or less. This means that more than amps of accessories on one bus cannot be turned
on at the same time. Plan ahead on how you wire your circuits to each bus to ensure this
maximum is not exceeded. For example, I would find it unlikely that I would be running two air
compressors at the same time as my stereo is set to the maximum volume. But I might be
running the compressors at the same time as all the halogen lights. So it may be smart to have
the compressors and the amplifiers on the same bus, but the lights wired on the opposite bus.
Circuits requiring fuses larger than 30 amps should be separately fused and wired to the battery
or other appropriate electrical connection. Don't expect to be able to insert any wire larger than
10 AWG into the panel. Be sure to check the amperage rating on the relays you purchase. Also

be sure to understand the differences between diode and resistor type relays. Hopefully this
helps someone in their journey to clean up their aftermarket wiring. Please feel free to ask for
details I left out. Reactions: bedhed , matkal and Wildman. Chris Administrator Staff Member.
Ride of the Month Winner. Nicely done! IMHO, this is the way to go if you want to start doing
lots of aftermarket wiring. It certainly looks factory. Reactions: Steel City I put together the
smaller Bussman on my previous TJ for several different auxilary circuits. I plan on doing the
same to my current TJ. Wildman Over Analizer Extraordinaire Wow I am going to have to look
into one of th
e46 brake diy
ktm exc headlight wiring diagram
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ese. Daryl Rubicon Supporting Member. Nice write-up Steel City 06! Well done! Bills Essayist
and Raconteur Supporting Member. Very well done indeed. Rich said:. Great write-up and
explanation. I get wiring.. Steel City 06 said:. Be sure to post some pictures when you do! That
was about 5 years ago, and I'll have to look to see if I still have any. I may link to a thread on WF
if that's ok here. One of the reasons I built the Bussman was to get a few extra circuits, and to
rewire my headlights with larger wiring. The factory wiring had 1. After the upgrade the voltage
drop was. Doesn't sound like much but it is a big difference on a 12 volt system. The standard
headlights were considerably brighter just doing this upgrade. Last edited: Mar 15, Reactions:
Rich While I was under the hood, I compared the amperage flowing through the stock strap and
through the new ground strap. Note the difference. Shows how inadequate the stock ground is.
Reactions: bedhed and Rich Post reply. Top Bottom.

